
DRINKS LIST



The Lodge on Loch Lomond Hotel truly is a unique destination  
located on the beachfront at Luss and enjoying magnificent  

panoramic views over Scotland’s favourite loch.

The atmosphere at The Lodge on Loch Lomond is intimate,  
warm and charming and the team are focused on delivering a  

casual friendly approach. Colquhoun’s Restaurant and Lounge are  
the perfect place to relax and unwind and watch the changing 

landscape of the loch, the comfy sofas and floor to ceiling  
windows make this a perfect viewing spot.



GIN LANE

“I exercise strong self control. I never drink anything 
stronger than gin before breakfast”

W.C. Fields



  Edinburgh Gin, Scotland 43%  £3.90
Produced in small batches, and packed full of the finest junipers, Edinburgh 
Gin delivers superior distilling expertise, with a refreshingly Scottish twist.

  Edinburgh Gin’s Rhubarb & Ginger Liqueur, Scotland 20%  £3.50
A perfect balance of sweet and sharp juices from the rhubarb and the 
warmth of oriental ginger   

  Edinburgh Gin Raspberry Liqueur, Scotland 20%  £3.50
Raspberry-flavoured gin liqueur made in Edinburgh using Scottish Juniper, 
and other botanicals, and an infusion of delicious, crisp Scottish raspberries. 

  Edinburgh Rhubarb and Ginger, Scotland 40%  £3.90
Naturally flavoured Rhubarb & Ginger gin is post-infused with spring crop 
rhubarb and stem ginger to create a beautifully balanced expression. With 
vivid intensity, a fruity rhubarb tang and a touch of ginger spice, this is the 
perfect choice for a refreshing gin & tonic.

  Edinburgh Seaside Gin, Scotland 43.0%  £3.90
Making use of some intriguing Scottish ingredients from the coast, like 
seaweed, ground ivy, gorse flowers and scurvy grass capturing the essence of 
the seaside. Sweet with a subtle salinity and a touch of minerals too...

  Crossbill, Scotland 43.8%  £5.30
Crossbill is juniper forward, with bundles of fresh pine notes, kept in check 
by the sweeter, slightly fruity rosehip touches.

  Hendricks Gin, Scotland 41.4%  £4.20
Divinely smooth with character and a balance of subtle flavours, whose 
infusions of cucumber and rose petals create a wonderfully refreshing gin 
with a delightfully floral aroma. Made in Ayreshire, with 11 botanicals and 2 
infusions, using two antique stills, in miniscule batches of only 450 Litres.

  Garden Shed, Scotland 45%   £5.50
A classically-styled dry gin, made by the Garden Shed Drinks Co in 
Scotland, using a blend of 13 botanicals including blackberries, dandelion 
root and lavender. A soft and rounded gin, it offers floral, earthy notes, 
alongside citrus, juniper and sweet blackberries, before a lingering finish of 
spicy pepper and liquorice.

  Glaswegin, Scotland 41.1%  £4.70
It won’t come to much surprise that Glaswegin is distilled and bottled in the 
heart of Glasgow. Its eight botanicals include Scottish milk thistle, coriander, 
orange flower, Italian juniper, angelica, chamomile, bay leaf and pink 
peppercorns, though they’re listed on the bottle just in case you forget.

  Daffys Gin, Scotland 43.4%  £4.40
Daffy’s Small Batch Premium Gin is made with grain spirit from northern 
France, which is then distilled using a copper pot still. The Scottish distillers 
use a selection of eight botanicals for Daffy’s Gin, including juniper, Lebanese 
mint, coriander, angelica root, Spanish lemon and orange peels, cassia bark 
and orris root.



  Mcleans Cherry Bakewell Scotland 37.5%   £4.40
It seems it’s easier these days to drink Bakewell Tarts than it is to eat them - 
not that we’re complaining! Here we have boozy take on the classic cherry 
Bakewell from MacLean’s Gin, handmade in small batches all the way up in 
Glasgow. Its pink colour and fruity profile make it perfect for enjoying with 
a rich pudding..

  Mcleans Citrus, Scotland 37.5%   £4.40
McLean’s Citrus Gin is bursting with bold citrus flavour from botanicals 
including orange, lemon and Makrut. The piquant citrus combination 
is then combined with 6 other botanicals including spicy tellicherry 
peppercorns and rosemary.

  Mcleans Something Blue 39.4% £4.40
Something Blue focuses on Colin & Jessica’s two favourite botanicals; the 
Tonka Bean and the Buchu Leaf. Tonka Beans resemble small raisins with the 
nose of vanilla, marzipan and caramel, with hints of freshly cut grass, clove 
and magnolia.

  Boe Violet Gin, Scotland 41.5%  £3.70
Floral violet aroma, subtle juniper and citrus on the palate, clean and long 
finish with a unique sweetness.

  Kirkjuvagr Orkney Gin, Scotland 43.0%  £5.10
An ‘unmistakably Orcadian’ gin made with locally grown botanicals 
including Ramanas Rose, Burnet Rose, Angelica and Borage.

  Nadar Gin, Scotland 43% £5.40
From Scotland’s Arbikie Distillery comes a gin with an environmental 
mission, called Nàdar, which is Gaelic for ’Nature’! Nàdar boasts a negative 
carbon footprint of -1.54 kg CO2e per bottle. How? It’s distilled from peas, 
which don’t need synthetic nitrogen fertiliser when growing, plus they 
improve soil quality and offset synthetic nitrogen fertiliser requirements of 
other crops! Among the botanicals are lemongrass and citrus leaf, so it’s a 
rather fragrant, zesty affair.

  Lussa Gin, Scotland 40% £6.00
Lussa Gin is a native of the Isle of Jura, distilled in Ardlussa by a trio of 
adventurers using a selection of botanicals grown on the island, foraged by 
the team. They even go out on the river in their kayak to hunt for sea lettuce! 
Like we says, they’re adventurers.  Orange blossom and lemon balm, slightly 
savoury hints of oat biscuits.  Peppermint and lemongrass, with touches of 
oily juniper developing.  Fresh and floral, with peppery spice lingering.



  Lone Wolf Gin, Scotland 40% £4.25
BrewDog’s LoneWolf Gin packs a hefty alongside a selection of punchy 
botanicals, which include Scots pine, lavender flower, fresh grapefruit peel 
and more.

  Tobermory Gin, Scotland 43.3% £4.30
A small-batch-distilled gin from the Isle of Mull-based distillery Tobermory, 
who is better known for creating Scotch whisky. It features local botanicals 
including elderflower, tea and wild heather, and a dash of Tobermory new-
make spirit, which is used more as another botanical rather than the full 
base. Initially made in a 60-litre still named Wee Betty.

  Ben Lomond Gin, Scotland 43%  £4.10
It boasts 11 botanicals, including locally hand-picked blackcurrants and 
rowan berries, alongside Szechuan pepper, rose petals and liquorice root. 
The gin is named for the 3,196 feet mountain that overlooks the Trossachs 
National Park in Loch Lomond, which you can spot on the label too.

  Botanist 22, Scotland 46% £4.40
A huge 31 botanicals go into The Botanist, 22 of which are foraged and 
native to Islay. The full list of botanicals is as follows: angelica root, apple 
mint, birch leaves, bog myrtle leaves, cassia bark, chamomile, cinnamon 
bark, coriander seed, creeping thistle flowers, elder flowers, gorse flowers, 
heather flowers, hawthorn flowers, juniper berries, lady’s bedstraw flowers, 
lemon balm, lemon peel, liquorice root, meadow sweet, orange peel, oris 
root, peppermint leaves, mugwort leaves, red clover flowers, tansy, thyme 
leaves, water mint leaves, white clover, wood sage leaves.

  Kintyre Gin, Scotland 43% £4.65
From Scotland’s Kintyre Peninsula comes Kintyre Gin, produced by Beinn 
An Tuirc using a selection of 12 sustainably sourced botanicals including 
juniper, lemon peel, almond, sorrel, liquorice, orris, angelica, bitter 
orange, coriander, cassia, Icelandic moss and cubeb. Not only do they use 
sustainable ingredients, but their copper still runs on renewable  
hydro-energy!

  Gordon’s Gin, England 37.5%  £3.50
Gordon’s London Dry gin is carefully distilled using a secret recipe. The 
distinctive refreshing taste comes from the finest handpicked juniper berries 
& a selection of other botanicals. 

  Gordon’s Premium Pink Distilled Gin, England 37.5%  £3.70
Made using only the highest quality ingredients and only natural flavourings 
to provide an authentic real berry flavour. 

  Tanqueray London Dry Gin, England 43.1%  £3.95
Craft: A blend of the purest, four-times distilled spirit with handpicked 
botanicals, which are added to the neutral spirit and condensed for a richer 
and deeper flavour. The result is uniquely balanced gin taste. It is best 
enjoyed with tonic water, plenty of ice and a wedge of lime, but can be used 
as a great base for a wide range of cocktails.



  Tanqueray No. Ten, England 47.3%  £6.10
The small batch gin is crafted using whole fresh citrus fruits, such as 
oranges, limes and grapefruit, along with chamomile flowers and other 
traditional botanicals. Expect a burst of citrus with every sip. Quite notably, 
it is also the only gin to secure a spot in the San Francisco World Spirits 
Competition Hall of Fame. 

  Bombay Sapphire, England 40%  £3.95
Bombay Sapphire includes 10 precious botanicals that are held separate from 
the spirit in perforated copper baskets, and when the heated vapours rise, 
the distinctive flavour of the botanicals are released. .

  Roku Gin Select Edition, Japan 43%  £4.10
Complex yet harmonious botanicals yield a traditional gin taste alongside 
yuzu citris and a smooth, silky texture. Crisp Japanese sansho pepper brings 
a little spiciness.

  Caorunn, Scotland 41.8%  £4.30
Caorunn is an expert infusion of five locally foraged botanicals and six 
traditional botanicals.  Caorunn is traditionally served with cool fizzing tonic 
and slices of red apple to highlight its aromatic flavour profile

  Whitley Neill Blood Orange Gin, England 43% £3.60
Clear colourless liquid, juniper with a refreshing sicilian blood orange taste.

  Arbikie Aks Gin £4.30
This stunning gin has been distilled from scratch on the farm using 100% 
home grown wheat and locally sourced honey, together with botanicals such 
as mace, black pepper, and orange peel. It has a beautiful buttery character 
with an earthy and spicy twist. Incredibly smooth with an essence of the 
bees’ golden nectar.

  Arbikie Kirstys Gin £3.80
Evident floral and citrus notes with aromas of blueberries and rose water.

   



WHISKY
Single Malts

Must be produced in a single distillery using 
malted barley and distilled in batches in a pot 

still.

Blends
A blend of a number of malts and produced at 

various distilleries. 

American 
Whiskey arrived in the American continent 

with Irish and Scottish immigrants, the original 
whiskey made by the pioneers was similar to 

European whiskey.

Japanese
The Japanese whisky industry was born in 

1923 when Masataka Taketsuru returned from 
Scotland with a knowledge of whisky making as 

well as a Scottish wife.

“It is true that whisk(e)y improves with age...The 
older I get, the more I like it”

Ronnie Corbeꢀ



SINGLE MALTS
 Highland 

  Glengoyne 12 Year Old 43% £6.00 
Over-ripe grapes, honeyed with hints of vanilla, coconut milk and oak spice. 
Light touches of chocolate ice-cream.

  Glengoyne 18 Year Old 43% £10.10
The richness continues, but with the fruit notes of apple and pineapple 
superseded by prominent notes of nut and spice: hazelnut, nutmeg  
and clove.     

  Glengoyne 25 Year Old 48% £34.95
Vanilla and dark chocolate open up the palate. Sherry comes through yet again, 
but this time in the shape of rich, well spiced fruit cake. Hints of orange and oak 
round it off.   

  Glengoyne Cask Strength 48% £6.00
There’s rich oak spice, tannic red grape skins and fresh malt which blends with 
sweeter notes of buttery toffee popcorn, apple pie, vanilla ice cream and white 
chocolate buttons. Stewed fruits, Seville orange and chewy toffee with some 
warm gingerbread spiciness emerge first, with hints of peaches and cream and 
caramelised apple underneath. A little earthy clove and black peppercorn add 
depth among burnt sugar and some tropical fruit. 

  Dalmore 15 40% £9.60 
The Dalmore 15 year old was first launched in 2007. Matured in Matusalem, 
Apostoles and Amoroso Sherry casks, it proffers all those winter spice, orange 
zest and chocolate notes characteristic of Dalmore.

  Loch Lomond 12 Year 46% £4.90  
Pineapple starts to develop on the palate, with a touch or two of oak spice 
keeping it from becoming overly sweet.

  Loch Lomond Inchmurrin 12 Year Old 46%  £6.50  
Brown sugar and five-spice. Orchard fruit notes continue, with a hint of yellow 
plum too.

  Auchentoshan 12 year 40%  £5.30
Oaky and sweet palate, with barley sugar, a little passion fruit and vanilla custard 
too. Perhaps some rose petal jelly in there.



 lowland  
  Auchentoshan Three Wood 43%  £6.30

This unique Auchentoshan Whisky has been matured in three different cask 
types; American Bourbon, Spanish Oloroso sherry and finally Pedro Ximenez 
sherry casks, producing a rich and complex whisky with incredible toffee and 
sherry oak flavours.

  Auchentoshan 12 Year Old £5.30
is a single Lowland Malt that is triple distilled and matured for over 12 years. A 
stylish, contemporary brand with younger adult appeal, Auchentoshan is light 
and subtle. A great entry level single malt for new consumers to the category

  Auchentoshan 18 43%  £14.50
Launched in 2008, this 18 year old bottling of triple distilled, Lowland single 
malt whisky boasts a superb richness for a core-range bottling and was aged 
in American oak casks. Toasty vanilla, dark nuttiness, chestnut perhaps and 
something zesty, softening slightly after a time.
 Speyside    

  The Macallan 12 Year Old Sherry Oak 40%  £6.70
A Sherry wood matured 12 year old from Macallan, a superbly balanced affair, 
one of the best of its age group. Medium-body and quite firm. There are notes 
of hot pastries and marmalade, sultanas and peels with a developing sweetness 
from the barley sugar.

  Macallan 12 Year Old Triple Cask 40.0%  £7.10
Macallan’s Triple Cask range was launched in 2018, taking the place of the 
Fine Oak range. This is the entry level expression from the series, matured for 
12 years and drawn from a combination of European sherry seasoned casks, 
American sherry seasoned casks and American ex-bourbon casks

  Macallan Double Cask Gold 43% £7.80
The Macallan Gold is burnished gold in colour with lemon citrus, then orange 
peel and an interlacing sweetness that softens but doesn’t eliminate the zest. A 
quiet note of vanilla is followed by dark chocolate with lingering floral and light 
oak notes. Citrus and boiled sweets rule the palate, along with hints of ginger 
and cinnamon while soft oak tones reveal toasted apples.

  Tamdhu 40%  £5.35
Matured in ex-sherry casks for 12 years, this rich, elegant Tamdhu holds aromas 
of cinnamon rolls, orange candy, fresh oak, raisins and faint traces of mint. The 
palate offers notes of banana, raspberry jam, malty biscuits and toasted oak, 
before developing into ground cinnamon, dried fruit and Scottish tablet flavours 
that linger in the finish.



  The Balvenie Caribbean Cask 14 Year Old 43%  £7.20
An exceptional single malt whisky with the traditional smooth, honeyed 
character of The Balvenie, married with notes of toffee and a hint of fruit with a 
warm, lingering finish.

  Glenfiddich 15 year Solera Vat 40% £6.30
The richly layered Glenfiddich 15 Year Old single malt Scotch whisky is 
innovatively matured in three types of oak cask: sherry, bourbon and new oak, 
before being married in a unique, handcrafted Oregon pine Solera vat. Year on 
year this Solera vat is never emptied but is always kept at least half full creating 
a deliciously harmonious and intense whisky which gets more complex and 
intriguing every year.

  Aberlour a’bunadh 61.5% £10.90
Brioche and golden syrup, chocolate raisins and fruit cake. Sweet Oloroso and 
Christmas pudding, pepper prickles in the background, with wafts of oak and 
malt loaf. Glorious mouthfeel, long lasting, more peppery oak, chocolate raisins 
and malted milk biscuits.
Campbeltown 

  Springbank 15 46% £7.30
Fragrant with a certain richness. Notes of fruit salad and a hint of caramel, 
pineapple, guava and passion fruit lurk. There are notes of dried leather and 
old ropes. A hint of toffee sweetness and some granary toast.  Quite full and 
rich. There are notes of creamy fruit salad and more exotic fruit notes. There is 
palpable mastication from the oaked tannins with a hint of spice.

  Glen Scotia Victoriana 54.4% £8.40
Glen Scotia’s Victoriana sees the Campbeltown distillery’s single malt drawn from 
casks with a particularly heavy char profile, imparting plenty of rich, roasty-
toasty notes. This, however, is the Victoriana Cask Strength expression. It’s 
obvious what the difference here is - it’s bottle at cask strength, a robust 54.2% 
ABV, which helps bolster those aforementioned roasty-toasty notes.

  Glen Scotia Double Cask 46% £5.10
Rich and full bodied, Arran seems to suit red wine, and this Port Cask finish 
is testament to that. Great maturity and at 50% for additional complexity. This 
expression was released in 2010.
 Island

  Arran Port Cask 50% £6.90
Rich and full bodied, Arran seems to suit red wine, and this Port Cask finish 
is testament to that. Great maturity and at 50% for additional complexity. This 
expression was released in 2010.

  Highland Park 12 Year Old 40% £5.90  
Rich and well balanced malty tones with the subtle floral smoke which makes 
Highland Park such a distinctive single malt whisky.

  Highland Park 18 Year Old 43%  £15.50  
Highland Park 18 Year Old is a masterclass of balance, complexity and 
refinement. Lingering layers of sweet honeyed malt meet characterful dried fruit 
notes, marzipan and golden syrup, all wrapped up in swathes of distinctive, 
subtle floral peat smoke.



  
 Islay

  Laphroaig 10 Year 40%  £7.50
Laphroaig 10yo is a full-bodied, smoky gem, with a residual sweetness and a 
hint of salt amid the seaweedy, peaty characters before a long warming finish.  
A classic dram.

  Port Charlotte 10 Year Old 50% £6.95
Barbecue smokiness, rich and spicy with sweet malty notes. The smoke wraps 
loosely around the sweetness drawn from deep within the oak. Coconut, vanilla 
smoked oysters and sun baked salty sand. The finish is sublime, smoky, but also 
the soft sweetness of fudge and malted barley.

  Bruichladdich Islay barley 50%  £6.95
The nose is fruits and floral with crisp apple, pear and orange zest, giving  
way to oak and cereal notes. The palate is soft and creamy with elderflower and 
honeysuckle leading to barley sugar. sea salt, vanilla, coconut and cedarwood. 
The finish is long and lingering with dried fruits, citrus and a touch of sea spray.

  Octomore 54.3%  £14.90
An enjoyably punchy and heavily peated single malt from Bruichladdich’s 
Octomore range. Octomore 09.1 sets out to challenge the idea that older means 
better when it comes to whisky, and it does so by offering up a 5 year old Islay 
whisky weighing in at 156 PPM, matured in ex-American whiskey casks.

  Bunnahabin 46.3%  £5.40
Fresh, sweet. Seaweed, malt.  Soft, supple. Sherry, nutty. A little sweetness, malty, 
juicy sultana. Slightly coastal.

  Bowmore 12 year 40% £6.50
Lovely and rounded, honeyed even, initially. Vanilla, perfumed smoke and 
coastal elements develop. Dark Peat. Blossom, oily sweetness.

  Bowmore 15 Year Old 43%  £8.60
Rich, woody, pine oil. Syrupy. Lovely, creamy toffee and malt. Smoky..

  Lagavulin 16 Year Old 43% £8.50
 Very thick and rich. A massive mouthful of malt and Sherry with good fruity 
sweetness, but also a wonderful sweetness. Big, powerful peat and oak.

  Smokehead 43% £6.50
Smokehead is a superb, cult single malt from Ian MacLeod. Just a massive, thick 
peat smoke rich dram. Plenty of great south Islay character.



Speyside
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BOURBON 
  Four Roses, USA 40%  £4.50

The nose is quite subtle and smooth, there are notes of winter spice and buttered 
granary toast with thick honey. There are hints of cut flowers and dry hay. The 
palate is much fuller with a lovely balance. There are notes of manuka honey, 
winter spice, toasty oak, a little crème anglaise and thick fruit. The finish is of 
good length with a resurgence from the crème anglaise.

  Woodford Reserve, USA 43.2%  £4.90
Clean, brilliant honey amber in colour with heavy rich dried fruit, hints of mint 
and oranges covered with a dusting of cocoa on the nose. In the mouth, faint 
vanilla with tobacco spice come through with complex citrus, cinnamon, cocoa, 
toffee, caramel, chocolate and spice notes abound.

  Jim BeamWhite label, USA 43% £3.90
Seven generations of craftsmanship go into every bottle of Jim Beam along with 
corn, rye, barley malt, water, time and pride. Named “Jim Beam” in 1933 after 
Colonel James B. Beam, who rebuilt the business following Prohibition.

  Knob creek, USA 50% £5.40
Aged for 9 years in small batches, this whiskey takes over your palate with 
big notes of oak, caramel and fruit. The aroma gives way to expansive notes of 
maple sugar, toasted nuts and oak and the finish is long and smooth but with 
more kick than most.

  Bulleit Bourboun, USA 45.6% £4.90
Bright with orange zest, toasted oak and vanilla.  Further orange notes, followed 
by some warming winter spices and a hint of tobacco leaf. 

  Bulleit Rye, USA 45% £4.60
Bulleit Rye is made with a mashbill of 95% rye and 5% malted barley and is 
produced in small batches. An absolutely stunning rye that won a Double Gold 
medal at the San Francisco World Spirits Competition in 2013.

  Maker’s Mark, USA 45%  £4.75
A light, spicy flavour with a hint of butterscotch and vanilla. Wonderfully 
smooth, short with a warm finish. Produced in small batches using yellow corn 
and red winter wheat as opposed to traditional rye for a smoother, softer flavour. 
The casks are aged for a minimum of 6 years and each bottle is individually 
hand dipped in wax.

  Maker’s Mark 46, USA 47%  £6.50
Maker’s 46 created by Bill Samuels Jr., to amplify the flavours he loves in Maker’s 
Mark. We start with matured Maker’s Mark at cask strength, then insert seared 
virgin French oak staves and finish it a bit longer in our limestone cellar. The 
result is Maker’s 46: bolder and more complex, but without the bitterness typical 
of longer aged whiskies.



JAPANESE
  Suntory Hibiki Harmony 43%  £8.50

Pure, noble and harmonious, Hibiki Harmony is the perfect introduction to 
Japanese whisky, from the award winning house of Suntory. Amber in colour 
with light floral nose, a sweetness of honey and candid orange peel, a hint of 
Mizunara Oak wood in the long smooth finish perfect for any occasion.

  Hakushu 12 43% £7.00
Hakushu is the Japanese connoisseurs choice. The distillery, which was built in 
1973 and is set amidst spectacular pine forests close to Japanese Alps.  Hakushu 
12yo has aroma of pears, crushed leafy bracken a hint of citrus. You can enjoy 
subtle smokiness and the sweet poached pears on the palate.

  Yamazaki 12 43% £7.20
Distilled from a mash bill that is 100% malted Barley, matured in a variety of 
Oak barrels at the Yamazaki Distillery itself. Ex-Bourbon, Mizunara, Sherry and 
fresh American Oak barrels are used to mature the Yamazaki 12 Year Old.
Rich, fruity with aromas of peaches, pineapples, and grapefruit with some hints 
of spice, candied oranges and Mizunara.

BLENDS
  The Famous Grouse, Scotland 40%  £3.90

The original blend of The Famous Grouse is perfectly balanced with notes of 
orange citrus, sherry and oaky tones. Containing some of the worlds finest malt 
whiskies including Highland Park and The Macallan unsurpassed quality.

  The Naked Grouse, Scotland 40%  £4.10
Naked Grouse is whisky at its most uncomplicated. Simply a blend of some 
of the world’s finest single malts including The Macallan and Highland Park, 
further matured in first-fill oloroso sherry casks for a rich flavour with notes of 
fudge and cooked apple.

  The Famous Grouse Smoky Black, Scotland 40%  £3.90
The Famous Smoky Black takes the Famous Grouse Blend whisky and adds a 
higher proportion of peated malts giving it a very distinctive smoky flavour and 
smooth finish.     

IRISH
  Jameson Irish Whiskey, Ireland 40%  £4.10

Jameson is the Number 1 Irish Whiskey, Triple distilled, Jameson is remarkably 
smooth and perfectly balanced with sweet wood and nutty vanilla notes. Serve 
suggestions: Jameson, Ginger and Lime. Pour a measure of Jameson over ice, top 
with ginger ale, squeeze and add a lime wedge.



RUM
Brugal 1888, Dominican Republic 40%  £5.90 
High-quality Dominican rum from the Brugal range, 
which is double distilled then matured in American 
oak barrels. After a lengthy maturation is the 
aforementioned barrels, the rum then enjoys a second 
maturation in Spanish oak sherry casks, helping to 
accentuate the rich fruity sweetness of the spirit. 
Plantation Original Dark Rum,  £4.10 
Barbados 40%  
Plantation Original Dark refers to the original style 
of dark rum, which was full flavoured and aromatic. 
The blend is predominately spicy 3-5yo Trinidadian 
rum. 
Dead Mans Fingers Lime Rum,  £3.95 
England 37.5%
 Lime and rum go together like... Well, it’s an iconic 
combination in itself! 
Dead Mans Fingers Mango Rum,  £4.10 
England 37.5% 
This rum has the perfect aroma of sweet mango, a 
touch of vanilla, and the tang of citrus - a perfect 
summer thirst quencher. 

Old J Spiced, UK 35%  £4.50 
Prunus Serotine more commonly known as the Rum 
Cherry, delicately permeates the finely balanced 
spicing of this wonderful expression
Captain Morgan Spiced Gold,  £3.50 
35%
Allspice and vanilla. Huge cinnamon notes, freshly 
grated nutmeg, black pepper and rich Black Forest 
Honey.
The Kraken Black Spiced Rum £3.50 
England, 40%
An excellent spiced rum, with utterly brilliant 
packaging! This was launched in the UK in early 
2010, and it has an extraordinarily rich, spicy flavour. 
Named for the legendary sea monster, Kraken is a 
blend of Caribbean rums that should certainly suit 
any fans of rich, navy-style rum.



RUM
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VODKA
Smirnoff Red Label Vodka, Russia 37.5% £4.20
Created in 1864, smirnoff vodka is thr number one best selling premium vodka brand 
in the world. triple distilled from a blend of different grains and filtered 10 times. 
Nàdar Vodka, Scotland 43%  £5.50
Nàdar Vodka We’ve added a world first to our world first by creating Nàdar Vodka. 
Nàdar Vodka again harnesses the power of nature and science to create this world first 
vodka spirit. With a carbon saving of >1.53 kg CO 2 e per bottle Nàdar Vodka is truly 
authentic, sustainable, traceable and innovative.
Tattie Bogle, Scotland 43%  £5.30
Scotland’s first potato vodka, and named after the “Tattie Bogles” (the ancient Scots 
name for potato scarecrows) that once stood sentry on our fields. The potatoes are 
picked at a time to ensure their creamy character stays alive all the way to the bottle, 
producing a vodka of unrivalled character with a silky, creamy finish
Eight Lands Organic Vodka, Scotland 42% £5.50
incredibly smooth and characterful. Using both barley and wheat grains, a two-stage 
fermentation process, and a combination of two ten-plate columns and our 1,000 litre 
pot still. This process is unusual and time consuming but that’s what it takes to create 
remarkable depth of flavour - a spirit you’ll never forget.
Haku Vodka 40%  £4.70
Haku is the premium Japanese craft vodka from the House of Suntory. Its unique 
creation process starts in Kagoshima and ends in Osaka, Japan. mastering a clear, clean, 
and luminous vodka.
Titos vodka  £4.70
Tito’s Handmade Vodka is micro distilled in an old-fashioned pot still, just like fine 
single malt scotches and high-end French Cognacs. This time-honoured method of 
distillation requires more skill and effort than modern column stills, but the resultant 
vodka makes it worth it.

COGNAC
Courvosier Vsop 40%  £4.80
discerning, elegant and complex, VSOP Cognac develops exceptional aromas of jasmine 
peach and toasted almond aged longer to give greater finesse.
Courvosier XO 40%  £17.50
Consistently recognized as one of the finest XOs in the world, courvosier is a very old 
blend of fine and well matured cognacs, offering rich exotic aromas, the perfect balance 
of intense flavours have been patiently evolved and nurtured for atleast two decades
Remy Martin Vsop 40%  £6.25
Fruity notes of apricot and peach accompanied by floral notes nad violet and rose
Remy Martin 1738 40%  £8.50
Rémy Martin 1738 Accord Royal is a fine champagne cognac. The name Accord Royal 
is derived from a land grant from King Louis XV to Rémy Martin in 1738 that permitted 
them to use his majesty’s land in the Champagne region of the Charente for viticulture.



SPIRITS
Southern comfort  £3.70
Kahlua  £3.50
Malibu  £3.50
Archers Peach Snapps  £3.50
Campari   £5.30
Aperol  £5.30
Cointreua  £3.50
Drambuie  £4.10
Glayva  £4.10
Disaronno  £4.10
Baileys  £4.40
Olmeca blanco  £3.50

Jose Cuervo - silver  £4.50
Pimms  £3.50
Martini  Rosso   £3.50 
Martini Bianco   £3.50
Limoncello   £3.50 
Grand marnier    £3.80 
Tequilla rose   £2.50
Cointeu  £3.50
Chambord  £4.10
Lemoncello  £3.50
Passoa Passion Fruit Liqueur  £3.95
Kwai Feh Lychee   £4.00 

DRAUGHT
  Half Pint
Tennents £2.50  £5.00 
Caledonia Best £2.50  £5.00 
Guiness £2.95  £5.90 
HeverLee  £3.00  £6.00 
Innis and Gunn £3.00  £6.00 
Magners £2.50  £5.00 
Loch Lomond  Brewery £3.00  £6.00

BOTTLED BEER & CIDER
Corona  £4.30 
Budweiser  £4.30 
Peroni   £4.30 
Schiehallion  £4.75
Bitter & Twisted  £4.75
Rekorderlig wild berries  £6.00 
Rekorderlig Strawberry & lime  £6.00

Loch Lomond brewery  £5.30 
Bonnie & Blonde
Loch Lomond brewery  £5.30 
Southern Summit
Loch Lomond brewery  £5.30 
Silkie stout  



LOW ABV AND  
NON ALCOHOLIC  

BEER & CIDER
Erdinger Alkoholfrei £5.00
Harviestoun Wippet 2.3% £4.30

Rekorderlig strawberry and lime  £4.10 
No Alcohol

SOFT DRINKS
Fever Tree Tonic   £3.00 
Fever Tree Light Tonic   £3.00 
Fever Tree Ginger Beer   £2.00 
Fever Tree Ginger Ale    £2.00
Red bull   £3.50 
Coca cola 330ml   £3.00
Diet coke 330ml    £3.00
Irn Bru 330ml   £3.00
Sugar free Irn Bru 330ml    £3.00
Still water - 330ml   £2.00 
Sparkling bottle - 330ml   £2.00 
Fruit Shoot   £2.00 
Orange juice   £1.75 
Cranberry juice   £1.75 
Tomato juice   £1.75 
Pineapple juice   £1.75 
Apple juice   £1.75  

NON ALCOHILIC SPIRIT  
REPLACEMENTS  

Seedlip   £3.00 
Seedlip Garden 108    £3.00
Seedlip Spice 94   £3.00



*Food Allergies & Intolerances* 
Should you have concerns about a food allergy or intolerance 
please speak to our staff before you order your food or drink

MC111710


